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The distribution of octopuses within the Octopus vulgaris species complex
remains inadequately understood. Species determination can be complex and
involves characterizing a specimen’s physical features and comparing its genetic
makeup to other populations. In this study, we present the first genetic
confirmation of Octopus insularis (Leite and Haimovici, 2008) inhabiting the
coastal waters of the Florida Keys, United States. We employed visual
observations to identify species-specific body patterns of three wild-caught
octopuses and used de novo genome assembly to confirm their species. All
three specimens exhibited a red/white reticulated pattern on their ventral arm
surface. Two specimens displayed body pattern components of deimatic display
(white eye encircled by a light ring, with darkening around the eye). All visual
observations were consistent with distinguishing features of O. insularis. We then
compared mitochondrial subunits COI, COIII, and 16S in these specimens across
all available annotated octopod sequences, including Sepia apama (Hotaling et al.,
2021) as a control outgroup taxon. For species exhibiting intraspecific genomic
variation, we included multiple sequences from geographically distinct
populations. Laboratory specimens consistently clustered into a single
taxonomic node with O. insularis. These findings confirm O. insularis presence
in South Florida and suggest a more extensive northern distribution than
previously assumed. Whole genome Illumina sequencing of multiple
specimens enabled taxonomic identification with well-established DNA
barcodes while also generating the first de novo full assembly of O. insularis.
Furthermore, constructing and comparing phylogenetic trees for multiple
conserved genes is essential for confirming the presence and delineation of
cryptic species in the Caribbean.
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1 Introduction

The taxonomy of benthic octopuses in the shallow waters of
the tropical western Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, and
Caribbean Sea is complex. Numerous octopus studies focus on
characterizing a single species’ life history traits, trophic
interactions, or ecological role (Ambrose, 1988; Forsythe and
Hanlon, 1988; Aronson, 1989; Anderson et al., 2008; Leite et al.,
2009; de Beer and Potts, 2013). However, multiple species coexist
in shallow areas and can exhibit similarities in morphology and
behavioral phenotypes (Hanlon et al., 2008; O’Brien et al., 2021).
Consequently, they can be easily mistaken for the same species or
misidentified, leading to inaccurate reports of biodiversity,
population size, and food web dynamics. These cryptic
octopus species coexist in regions where molecular research
has been limited until recently (Norman, 2003).

Octopuses have experienced significant taxonomic revision and
expansion, particularly in the western Atlantic Ocean, Gulf of
Mexico, and Caribbean regions (Norman, 2003; O’Brien et al.,
2021). The genus Octopus, once viewed as a “catch-all” genus,
has been discovered to be polyphyletic (Guzik et al., 2005), and
now encompasses numerous cryptic species—morphologically
similar yet genetically distinct octopus species (Knowlton, 1993;
Amor et al., 2016). Octopus vulgaris (Cuvier, 1797), originally
described by Cuvier (1797) from the Mediterranean, was once
considered a cosmopolitan species distributed across tropical,
subtropical, and temperate waters. Due to geographic and
temperature boundaries (while still exhibiting morphologically
similar traits), type species names based on location were
assigned to O. vulgaris: sensu stricto (Mediterranean, northeast
Atlantic), Type I (western Atlantic), Type II (southwest Atlantic:
Brazil), Type III (South Africa and Indian Ocean), and Type IV (east
Asia). However, the taxonomic resolution remained elusive.
Mitochondrial genes have been used to distinguish O. vulgaris
species on both coasts of the Americas (COIII and 16s, Sӧller
et al., 2000; Warnke et al., 2002; 2002), in the Atlantic Ocean,
South Africa, Japan, and Taiwan Province of China (16S and COIII,
Warnke et al., 2000), from Brazil (16S, Leite et al., 2008), and from
Amsterdam and Saint Paul islands (COI and COIII, Guerra et al.,
2010). By integrating molecular and morphological data, studies
have been able to identify multiple distinct species Xu et al., 2022;
Santana-Cisneros et al., 2021. However, results still indicate the
existence of a single, widely distributed O. vulgaris.

Advancements in technology, including underwater
photography, videography, and morphological and molecular
tools, has led to further recent taxonomic revisions, and resulted
in the naming, renaming, and redescribing of numerous octopus
species throughout western Atlantic and Caribbean (Amor et al.,
2016; Guerrero-Kommritz and Camelo-Guarin, 2016; Guerrero-
Kommritz and Rodriguez Bermudez, 2019; Avendaño et al.,
2020a; O’Brien et al., 2021). As a result, O. vulgaris and close
relatives have formed the Octopus vulgaris species complex
including at least six species: O. vulgaris sensu stricto, O. vulgaris
Type III, Octopus sinensis, Octopus tetricus, O. cf. tetricus, and O.
americanus (Amor et al., 2016; 2017; 2019; Gleadall, 2016;
Avendaño et al., 2020a). Both once described as O. vulgaris,
Octopus insularis (Leite and Mather, 2008) is shown to be
morphologically distinct and genetically distant from the complex

(although still mentioned as a member of the O. vulgaris group) and
O. americanus (Froriep, 1806) is proposed to be the reinstated name
for conspecifics O. vulgaris Type I and Type II due to genetically
distant results from O. vulgaris sensu stricto (Ritschard et al., 2019;
Avendaño et al., 2020a; Lima et al., 2020b). These molecular,
morphological, and behavioral observations and revisions
spanning over two decades highlight the challenges of cryptic
species identification and emphasize the need to explore
innovative methodologies while optimizing existing phylogenetic
techniques for octopuses. As arguably the most intelligent
invertebrates, octopuses possess a genome size several times
larger than other sequenced molluscan and lophotrochozoan
genomes (Albertin et al., 2015; Amor et al., 2019).

Octopus insularis was historically believed to inhabit only the
tropical waters of reef and rocky substrates off the coast of Brazil.
However, recent findings have identified this species in various
locations, including the Gulf of Mexico, Turks and Caicos, the
Bahamas, Bermuda, and southeastern Florida (Leite et al., 2008;
Leite et al., 2009; Sales et al., 2013; Lima et al., 2017; González-
Gómez et al., 2018; Rosas-Luis et al., 2019; Lima et al., 2020a;
O’Brien et al., 2021; Lima et al., 2023). The presence of O.
insularis in these newly discovered ranges was determined
through underwater photography and videography, identifying
species-specific body pattern components and habitat features
(Lima et al., 2017; Gonzalez-Gomez et al., 2018; O’Brien et al.,
2021). While these methods are useful for investigating species
presence in new areas, genetic analysis is crucial for studying
cryptic species found in the western Atlantic. Furthermore,
understanding both the known and proposed expanded
distribution in the region and connecting the identified
populations requires genetic analyses of sampled animals (e.g.,
Ritschard et al., 2019). For example, genetic samples were recently
used to confirm O. insularis occurrence off the coast of West
Africa (Lima et al., 2023).

Genetic tools such as DNA barcodes have become increasingly
important for confirming species identity in octopuses. However, to
optimize the detection of interspecific differences, previous studies
have employed multiple established barcodes to distinguish between
species (Hollenbeck et al., 2017; Avendaño et al., 2020a). Sequences
used as barcodes typically meet the following criteria: 1) they exhibit
significant variation between species; 2) they are flanked by highly
conserved regions, allowing the use of universal PCR primers to
excise these regions; and 3) they are short regions (less than 1 k bp)
that can be easily amplified (Kress and Erickson, 2008). With the
advancement of next-generation sequencing technologies, the cost
of generating long reads has decreased dramatically, enabling
researchers to characterize biodiversity across the animal
kingdom in an unprecedented way (Hotaling et al., 2021). Whole
genome sequencing is especially important in octopod studies, as
they possess expansions of certain subsets of gene families exceeding
that of other invertebrates (Albertin et al., 2015).

De novo genome assembly, a technique for constructing an
entire genome from raw sequencing data of a specimen without
referencing a known species’ complete genome, has been employed
to reconstruct the genomes of various octopus species Zarrella et al.,
2019. This approach offers insights into the genetic differences and
evolutionary trajectories of different taxa (Kim et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2020). It is particularly valuable for accurately characterizing cryptic
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complexes, as it minimizes the chance of bias introduced by aligning
reads to the reference genome of a closely related taxon. The
objective of de novo genome assembly is to obtain the most
contiguous and accurate representation of the original genome by
sequencing millions of DNA fragments (reads) assembling
overlapping reads into longer contiguous sequences (contigs).
Scaffolds, larger genomic sequences with gaps between contigs,
are then constructed by identifying where reads present in the
contigs are arranged larger fragments with known length, but
undetermined sequence (Waterston et al., 2002; Baker, 2012).
Assembly is further refined through error correction and
consensus building. By sequencing and assembling the genomes
of individuals from different populations, researchers can identify
unique genetic signatures specific to each species. These genetic
signatures can then be employed to differentiate cryptic species and
provide evidence of their distinctiveness. Examining single
nucleotide changes across conserved regions allows for an
understanding of how evolutionary selection rates vary across the
genomes of related species (Wu et al., 2018). In addition to
characterizing trends across large genomic regions, shorter
barcode regions within these sequences can be compared across
species for identification. This approach echoes previous methods by
allowing for comparison with all species for which barcodes have
been generated.

In this study, we report the presence of O. insularis in the
Florida Keys, United States, firstly by visual identification (body
patterns and components) and secondly by confirmation through
genetic analysis. Our research includes a description of the body
patterns and components of the sampled animals, and the first use
of de novo genome assembly for species confirmation of O.
insularis. We discuss the significance of O. insularis’ presence
in areas bordering the Gulf of Mexico and the western Atlantic

Ocean as well as this molecular tool in identifying cryptic
cephalopod species.

2 Methods

2.1 Animal origins and housing

All animals were collected off the coast of the Florida Keys,
Florida between January 8 and 15, 2021 (Figure 1) by Dynasty
Marine. Octopuses were caught in shallow waters (6–7.5 m depth)
on light-colored bottom substrates of patch reefs, locally referred to
as “whip patches,” i.e., thin strips of limestone and coral reef with
small aggregations of vertebrates and invertebrates. Octopus dens
were in areas with rocks of ~30 cm heights and gorgonians on the
bottom. These individuals were acquired and maintained for
behavioral studies. Species identification using genomic and
genetic information were needed to confirm the study species
before reporting on behavioral findings in the laboratory
experiments (Ramos et al., 2023).

The three octopuses (specimens A, B, and C) were shipped
from the Florida Keys to the Laboratory of Integrative
Neuroscience and the Comparative Biosciences Center at The
Rockefeller University in Manhattan, New York. Octopuses were
housed individually in 120-gallon glass aquariums (Aqueon,
121.9 cm length × 45.7 cm width × 71.1 cm height) with
various shelters and sources of enrichment. Each tank was
connected to a closed circulation system for filtration
centered in a 36 gallon three-partition sump (91.4 cm
length × 34.6 cm width × 38.1 cm height) (Trigger 36 Crystal
Sump) housed underneath the aquarium. Water temperature
was regulated with a heating element (Finnex Titanium) and a
digital temperature controller (Aqua Logic). Water quality was
rigorously monitored and maintained. Waste was extracted from
filter socks and cleaned daily. The system also regulated the
automated 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle of the overhead light
fixtures to simulate natural light conditions. Lighting
consisted of LED light bulbs in conical aluminum light
fixtures, two 250-W bulbs provided white light in the daytime
(07:00–19:30 h) and two 36-W bulbs provided deep red light
(660 nm) at night (19:30–07:30 h). Water quality parameters
were manually tested multiple times daily for pH, salinity, water
temperature, and the concentration of ammonia, nitrates,
nitrates using API testing kits and handheld electronic
sensors (Hanna Instruments, Woonsocket, RI) to maintain
optimal levels for the animal (pH: 8.2–8.5; salinity: 32–34 ppt;
water temperature: 23–25 C; ammonia: 0 ppm; nitrates:
<20 ppm; nitrites: 0 ppm). The sand was cleaned daily with a
siphoning gravel washer to remove organic material including
sucker cuticles shed by the octopus, animal excrement, and other
small organic material left from food remains and uneaten food.
Each octopus was fed 50–150 g pieces of thawed frozen shrimp
or whole shrimp once to twice a day (11:00 and 16:00 h).
Animals were housed for up to 4 months and died of natural
death without any indication of distress or illness. After
postmortem inspections of the bodies, they were stored
at −20°C. A 0.5-g tissue punch was taken from the arm of
specimen A and B, while 0.5 g of both kidney and gill tissue

FIGURE 1
Map of collected Octopus insularis in the Florida Keys, Florida,
United States, and the proposed expansion of the known range of O.
insularis. All three octopuses sampled in this study were collected in
shallow waters off the Florida Keys where the Gulf of Mexico
meets the Atlantic Ocean. The main map shows the distribution range
of O. insularis from O’Brien et al. (2021); Avendaño et al. (2020a), and
Lima et al. (2023) with new locations from this study added. The inset
map at the top right shows the distribution range of O. insularis from
O’Brien et al. (2021) and this study.
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were extracted from specimen C. Samples were kept frozen
at −80°C until DNA extraction.

2.2 Visual characteristics of Octopus
insularis

Digital video and imagery were used to characterize the physical
appearance of the three O. insularis. We intermittently filmed the
live octopuses with a Canon EOS 80D digital SLR camera fitted with
a 55–150 mm lens (1,080 p, 30 fps) or a Sony FDR-AX53 4K Ultra
HD Handycam Camcorder (2,160 p, 60 fps). Cameras were
mounted on a tripod and positioned <1 m from the tank at a
height of 1.5 m, oriented directly at the stationary animal.
Imagery was reviewed to identify species-specific body patterns
and components enabling confirmation of O. insularis (O’Brien
et al., 2021). Two distinguishing features that were used to identify
O. insularis from O. americanus (Figures 2A–D): 1) the coloration
and patterning of the ventral arm surface described as dark red to
purple to brown patches or “red/white reticulate” (Leite andMather,
2008; Figures 2A, C) and 2) the deimatic display in each species. The
deimatic display is found in different octopus species with species-
specific characteristics (Packard and Sanders, 1971; Leite and
Mather, 2008). In O. insularis, the deimatic display consists of a
white eye, a pale ring encircling the eye, a dark eye bar, and a broader
darkened area around the eye (Leite and Mather, 2008).

2.3 De novo genome assemblies for genetic
species confirmation

Postmortem, all specimens were stored intact at −20°C for use
in future studies. For DNA extraction, a 0.5 g tissue punch was
taken from the arm of specimen A and B respectively, while 0.5 g
of both kidney and gill tissue were extracted from specimen C.
Tissue samples were kept frozen at −80°C until further processing.
High molecular weight DNA was extracted from each tissue
sample using the MagAttract system from Qiagen, which uses
a silicon based magnetic bead technology to minimize shearing.
Extracted DNA from each animal was then sequenced using the
Illumina TruSeq DNA PCR Free kit on a NovaSeq6000. For each
specimen, reads were assembled on the Galaxy Project Server, a
community-driven web-based analysis platform (Afgan et al.,
2018). Reads were trimmed and cleaned prior to assembly
using trimmomatic to remove Illumina adapter sequences
prior to assembly (Bolger et al., 2014). Raw reads were then
checked prior to assembly using the NCBI Foreign
Contamination Screen (FCS, 2023) tool (NCBI, 2022). Paired
reads from each specimen were then assembled using the St
Petersburg genome Assembler (SPAdes) algorithm version 3.9.
SPAdes utilizes a de Bruijn graph methodology to optimize the
assembly of Illumina short reads (Bankevich et al., 2012;
Prjibelski et al., 2020).

2.4 Genetic barcode comparison

Expanding on previous work in octopus genetics, we employed a
DNA barcoding protocol to compare the sequences of Cytochrome c
oxidase subunit I (COI), Cytochrome c oxidase subunit III (COIII),
and 16s ribosomal RNA gene (16s). These standard mitochondrial
barcode regions have been widely used for species differentiation in
octopods (Sӧller et al., 2000;Warnke et al., 2002;Warnke et al., 2004;
Warnke et al., 2004; Leite et al., 2008; Guerra et al., 2010; Allcock
et al., 2011; Amor et al., 2016; Avendaño et al., 2020b). To identify
these regions in each whole-genome assembly, we locally aligned the
sequence of Sepia apama (Hotaling et al., 2021), an outgroup species
to the order Octopoda, to each assembly using the NCBI Blast +
algorithm 2.13 (Altschul et al., 1990; Madden and Comacho, 2008).
These sequences were then aligned to annotated sequences within
Octopoda in the NCBI nucleotide database. For species with
annotated sequences from multiple distinct geographic locations,
we included at least two distinct sequences for each gene. To
determine percent sequence identity, we aligned all available
sequences across octopods to that of S. apama, as well as our
three experimental specimens, using the Multiple Alignment Fast
Fourier Transformation (MAFFT) v7.490 (Katoh et al., 2002; Katoh
and Standley, 2013) to calculate phylogenetic relation ad pairwise
sequence identity. From this alignment, we generated a phylogenetic
tree using a Tamura-Nei neighbor-joining model to calculate the
distance between sequences based on their percent shared identity
(Tamura et al., 2004). We implemented this model through the
PhyML 3.3.20180621 phylogenetic tree-generating program
(Guindon et al., 2010).

FIGURE 2
Images of different behaviors and body patterns observed in
captiveOctopus insularis species studied here (A,C) and images of the
species identified through imagery from O’Brien et al. (2021), images
(B,D). All three individuals displayed species-specific patterning
for O. insularis on the ventral surface of their arms. Deimatic display
was confirmed in two animals. (A) The red-white reticulated pattern
on the ventral surfaces of the arms appeared as patches on a light
background and were primarily visible when the animal was within its
den. (C) Octopus in deimatic display with a white eye, encircled by a
light ring, and darkening of the head around the eye. This individual did
not regularly present a distinct dark eye bar unlike the wild O.
insularis (B,D).
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3 Results

3.1 Visual observations

Similar to previous descriptions of O. insularis (Leite et al., 2008;
Leite and Mather, 2008; O’Brien et al., 2021), all three octopuses in
this study exhibited distinct configurations of patches ranging from
dark red to purple to brown on their arms. This feature is described
as a “red/white reticulate on ventral arms” (Leite and Mather, 2008;
Figures 2A, C). The red/white reticulated pattern on the ventral arm
surface was easily identifiable when the animal was resting or sitting
in its den with its anterior arm pairs exposed. Two animals were
observed displaying a deimatic behavior, presenting a white eye
encircled by a light ring within a darkened area on the octopus’s
head (Figure 2B). In contrast to previous reports in wild O. insularis,
individuals in this study did not consistently display a dark eye bar
(Figure 2D; O’Brien et al., 2021).

3.2 Assembly quality assessment

Across the independent de novo assemblies of each specimen,
there was a consensus in general statistics, which were generated
using gfaststats version 1.3.6 (Formenti et al., 2022). The specimen
assemblies were of comparable quality to the currently available
reference genome for O. vulgaris (Table 1). Among the de novo
assemblies presented in this study, specimen B generally exhibited
the highest quality. It had the fewest contigs in the assembly of the
three specimens, despite having the greatest total length, indicating
that it is the most intact of the three. Furthermore, the N50, a
weighted mean statistic such that 50% of the assembly is composed
of reads this length or greater, is highest in specimen B, while the
L50, the minimum number of contigs whose length sum 50% of the
total assembly size, is lowest in this sample. Across all specimens, the
GC% content is approximately 36%, indicating agreement in
sequence composition between the distinct assemblies.

TABLE 1 Assembly statistics of lab specimen de novo genome assemblies and the current Octopus vulgaris reference genome (Octopus vulgaris (ID 12157)—
Genome—NCBI, n.d.).

Specimen A Specimen B Specimen C O. vulgaris

Total length 1,637,756,730 1,622,104,405 1,617,965,393 1,772,957,336

# Contigs 777,909 755,111 845,134 786,906

N50 2,537 2,624 2,178 3,040

L50 181,381 168,259 207,630 137,635

GC% 36.18 36.07 36.22 36.79

Reference Free? Yes Yes Yes No

FIGURE 3
BUSCO ratios for complete, fragmented, and missing orthologs from the eukaryota database 10 across all animals sequenced for 255 orthologous
genes, for all three specimens.
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To assess accuracy and intactness, these assemblies were
screened using the Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy
Orthologue (BUSCO) tool version 5.4.6. (Simão et al., 2015).
Using the eukaryota ortholog database version 10, each assembly
was screened for a set of orthologous genes shared across eukaryotes.
Of the 255 orthologs screened, between 13%–22% were found to be
intact in each assembly, with 44%–50% of orthologs present in a
fragmented form (Figure 3). Raw reads for each specimen had 21-
mer histograms generated with Meryl Version 1.3, a genomic kmer
counter which assesses the frequency for all reads of a given length k
(Rhie et al., 2020). To estimate size of the final assembly from the raw
data, 21-mer frequency histograms were generated using

Genomescope 2.0 (Vurture et al., 2017). From these histograms,
Phred score, a measure of consistency of raw read kmer frequency in
final assembly, was generated using Merqury version 1.1 (Rhie et al.,
2020). All assemblies had a Phred score (QV) greater than 20,
indicating a greater than 99% accuracy in assembly of raw reads
(Supplementary Table S4; Supplementary Figure S5).

3.3 Data availability

All assemblies have been developed under the NCBI BioProject
ID PRJNA938087. Currently, assemblies for Specimen A and B are

FIGURE 4
Phylogenetic tree of 77 available COI sequences in octopods and the outgroup Sepia apama. Branch length is scaled to indicate the average number
of nucleotide substitutions per site. The node capturing the laboratory specimens and Octopus insularis is highlighted in red text.
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under review. Specimen C, the first to be sequenced, has passed
review and been released into GenBank and is publicly available
under accession number JARUKP000000000 (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/JARUKP000000000).

3.4 Barcode region comparisons

Across all mitochondrial regions compared, COI sequences
exhibited the highest degree of genetic conservation, sharing
84.8% pairwise identity and 32.0% identical sites across
75 specimens representing 49 unique species (Figure 4;
Supplementary Table S1). In contrast, available COIII sequences

displayed 66.1% pairwise identity and only 1.5% identical sites
across 57 sequences from 40 distinct species (Figure 5;
Supplementary Table S2). The 16S region showed 78.8% pairwise
identity with 10.0% identical sites across 65 specimens, consisting of
individuals from 42 distinct species (Figure 6; Supplementary Table
S3). In all three mitochondrial barcode regions, laboratory
specimens A, B, and C clustered with each other. All three
specimens shared highly similar sequences, with only a single
nucleotide variation present between specimen C as compared to
specimens A and B, which were identical to each other. For all
mitochondrial barcodes assessed, the laboratory specimens formed a
single clade that exclusively shared a node with the available partial
CDS of O. insularis.

FIGURE 5
Phylogenetic tree of 57 available COIII sequences in octopods and the outgroup Sepia apama. Branch length is scaled to indicate the average
number of nucleotide substitutions per site. The node capturing the laboratory specimens and Octopus insularis is highlighted in red text.
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4 Discussion

Here we report the first record of full genomic sequencing for
Octopus insularis and confirmation of its presence in South Florida.
Three specimens were collected from the shallow tropical waters of
the Florida Keys and visually identified as O. insularis based on
distinguishing characteristics of this species (Leite et al., 2008; Leite
and Mather, 2008; O’Brien et al., 2021). All mitochondrial barcodes
(COI, COIII, 16S) clustered to a monophyletic group with O.
insularis specimens, supporting evidence of this species in Florida.

O. insularis has been described as a generalist, living at a range of
depths, temperatures, salinities, habitat types, and now newly
proposed geographic areas. O’Brien et al. (2021) first described
the sightings of O. insularis in its newly proposed western Atlantic
northern range that was recently used as occurrence data for
ecological niche models and dispersal simulations in conjunction

with molecular methods (Octopus spp. collected from Africa) to
determine possible transport and dispersal routes for O. insularis.
Models and molecular results suggest that the distribution of O.
insularis in America occurs from Florida to Brazil with potential
suitable regions throughout the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean
and trans-Atlantic distribution to Africa (Lima et al., 2023). Our
study genetically confirms that the occurrence data for building such
models is appropriate for the dispersion of O. insularis to Florida.
Since these reports, additional sightings of this species have been
documented in South Florida (C. O. Bennice, pers. observ).

Although now proposed as a widely dispersed cryptic species,
morphological traits and body pattern features have only been
described in detail for O. insularis in Brazil (Leite et al., 2008;
Leite and Mather, 2008). Despite estimates of divergence between O.
insularis and members of the O. vulgaris complex (19-41 million
years) morphology of these taxa is relatively conservative except

FIGURE 6
Phylogenetic tree of 65 available 16S sequences in octopods and the outgroup Sepia apama. Branch length is scaled to indicate the average number
of nucleotide substitutions per site. The node capturing the laboratory specimens and Octopus insularis is highlighted in red text.
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where closely related species occur in sympatry and ecological
character displacement may be used as a strategy to reduce
resource overlap and facilitate species coexistence (Brown and
Wilson, 1956; Amor et al., 2016). However, these sympatric
cryptic species in Brazil (O. vulgaris and O. insularis) have
maintained very similar morphology and it is now reported that
they coexist in Florida where previous reports of high-density
species coexistence occurs (Bennice et al., 2019; Bennice et al.,
2021). Morphological traits have been used to successfully
distinguish greater species-level diversity within the O. vulgaris
species complex; however, broad sampling across known
distributions to ensure robust morphological analyses has been
suggested (Amor et al., 2016). Since both species are generalists,
they may compromise and partition resources with little character
displacement; however, given O. insularis recent geographic
expansion and sympatry with many closely related species still
warrants investigation of morphological and behavioral traits to
ensure species are not misidentified when genetic tools may not be
possible or in addition to genetic analysis.

For decades, O. vulgaris-like species have been and continue to
be inaccurately classified under the species nameO. vulgaris. Cryptic
species are common among octopuses, which may possess subtle or
indistinguishable morphological, behavioral, and color pattern
traits. Moreover, these distinguishing features may not be
adequately captured in video or photo or could be distorted
during specimen preservation. We advocate for the inclusion of
multiple species recognition mechanisms, encompassing genetic
barcoding methods and full genomic sequencing. Numerous
mitochondrial barcodes have been established for identifying
octopus species, but discrepancies between mitochondrial
barcodes still exist (Avendaño et al., 2020a). Additional genes,
particularly nuclear genes, have received limited attention and
warrant further investigation to determine their efficacy as
molecular tools for identification, diversity, and divergence
assessment (Amor et al., 2019; Avendaño et al., 2020a). While
barcodes enable the comparison of a single region across species
of interest, full genome assembly offers the same capability to
compare barcodes across species, maximizing the genetic
information that can be extracted from such valuable samples. As
sequencing technologies become more accessible and cost-effective,
whole genome approaches will enable researchers to better
characterize variation within cryptic species and their closest
relatives.

There is a crucial need for accurate baseline studies to
comprehend the distribution, resource utilization, and
population biology of cryptic species (Lima et al., 2017;
Ángeles-González et al., 2021). The Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) reports that approximately 100 octopus
species are harvested; however, global statistics only identify
four (O. vulgaris, Octopus maya, Eledone cirrhosa, and E.
moschata), with the remaining likely categorized as
unidentified octopuses. This study focuses on regions where
artisanal fisheries play a significant role, but its findings also
have wider implications for the importance of precise species
identification in global octopus fisheries. These fisheries are
valued at an estimated US$1.07 billion for exports and
US$1.33 billion for imports, surpassing many finfish fisheries
(Norman and Finn, 2016). Understanding how species baselines

change due to environmental pressures, such as climate change, is
vital for determining distribution and population connectivity.
Genetic analyses are essential for gaining deeper insights into the
ecosystem roles and effective fisheries management for these
species (Bickford et al., 2007; Lima et al., 2017; Sauer et al., 2020).
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